NEW ACQUISITIONS & HIGHLIGHTS

June 2006

A - Reference Books

Docno : 8739
Words and phrases legally defined: supplement 2004.-
CallNo: 06AN001

Docno : 9027
CallNo: 06AF001

B - Law in general

Docno : 8410
CallNo: 05BB012

Docno : 8461
CallNo: 05BD049

Docno : 8483
CallNo: 05BD051

C - International Law

Docno : 7843
Normes peremptoires du droit international et état de droit en Afrique / MINDUA, Antoine Kesia-Mbe
CallNo: 05P

Docno : 8405
CallNo: 05CC012 V126

Docno : 8782
CallNo: 06CC002

Docno : 9113
CallNo: P-ICLQ

Docno : 8782
Criminal responsibility in international law: liability shaped by policy goals and moral outrage / SLIEDREGT, Elies van
CallNo: P-EJCC
Docno: 9104
Liability for omission in international criminal law / DUTTWILER, Michael
CallNo: P-ICLR

Docno: 9132
Challenging the legitimacy of initiating contemporary international criminal proceedings: rethinking prosecutorial discretionary powers from a legal, ethical and political perspective / KNOOPS, Geert-Jan Alexander
CallNo: P-CLF

F - International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda

Docno: 9142
Defining rape internationally: a comment on Akayesu / MACKINNON, Catharine A.
CallNo: P-CJTL

Docno: 9136
Cultural relativism in international war crimes prosecutions: the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda / BOSTIAN, Ida L.
In: ILSA Journal of International and Comparative Law, vol. 12, no. 1, Fall 2005: pp. 1-39
CallNo: P-ILSA

G - International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia

Docno: 9047
The other voices: interpreters and investigators of sexual violence in international criminal prosecutions / VISEUR-SELLERS, Patricia
CallNo: 05SA005

Docno: 9105
Individual criminal responsibility in the execution of a "joint criminal enterprise" in the jurisprudence of the ad hoc International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia / BOGDAN, Attila
In: International Criminal Review, vol. 6, no. 1, 2006: pp. 63-120
CallNo: P-ICLR

H - International Courts

Docno: 7799
War crimes tribunals: the record and the prospects: conference convocation / BASSIOUNI, M. Cherif et al.
CallNo: 05P

Docno: 7800
History and future of the International Criminal Tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia and Rwanda / ARBOUR, Louise; NEIER, Aryeh
CallNo: 05P

Docno: 7801
International support for international criminal tribunals and an International Criminal Court / GROSSMAN, Claudio
CallNo: 05P

Docno: 8764
CallNo: 06BC001

Docno: 8996
The writ of habeas corpus and the Special Court for Sierra Leone: addressing an unforeseen problem in the establishment of a hybrid court / O’ROURKE, Anthony
CallNo: P-CJTL

Docno: 9046
The jurisprudence of international war crimes tribunals: securing gender justice for some survivors / ASKIN, Kelly
CallNo: 05SA005

Docno: 9096
Universal jurisdiction in an ICC era: a role to play for EU member states with the support of the European Union / RYNGAERT, Cedric
CallNo: P-EJCC
Docno : 9116
Participation of victims in pre-trial proceedings of the ICC / STAHN, Carsten; OLÁSOLO, Héctor; GIBSON, Kate
CallNo : P-JICJ

Docno : 9139
The International Criminal Court and human rights enforcement in Africa / OKAFOR-OBASI, Obasi
In : ILSA Journal of International and Comparative Law, vol. 12, no. 1, Fall 2005 : pp. 87-97
Full text available at : Westlaw
CallNo : P-ILSA

K - Municipal Law and Comparative Law

Docno : 8907
CallNo : 06KB002

Docno : 8462
CallNo : 05KB014

M - Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure

Docno : 8099
CallNo : 05MB040

Docno : 8115
La cassation en matière pénale / BORÉ, Jacques; BORÉ, Louis.- Paris : Dalloz, 2004
CallNo : 05MB038

Docno : 8372
CallNo : 05MB036

Docno : 8504
Computer simulations of criminal deterrence : from public policy to local interaction to individual behaviour : BJU, 2004.- xi, 171 p.: ill., graphs
CallNo : 05MA017

Docno : 8680
CallNo : 06UA013

Docno : 8911
The costs of crime and justice / COHEN, Mark A.- London; New York : Routledge, 2005.- xv, 1231 p.: tables
CallNo : 06ME010

Docno : 8928
CallNo : 06ME007

Docno : 9017
CallNo : 06ME011

N - Humanitarian Law

Docno : 7798
The contribution of the ad hoc tribunals to international humanitarian law / AKHAVAN, Payam et al.
CallNo : 05P

Docno : 9085
Name, rank, date of birth, serial number and the right to remain silent / GEISS, Robin
CallNo : P-IRRRC

P - Armed Conflicts

Docno : 8425
CallNo : 05PB022
Docno : 8521
CallNo : 05PB020

Docno : 8727
CallNo : 06PB002

Docno : 8740
CallNo : 06PB001

Docno : 9082
Media under fire : fact and fiction in conditions of war / EILDERS, Christiane
CallNo : P-IRRC

Q - Peace and Peacekeeping

Docno : 7820
Women’s contribution to a culture of peace : statement / UNESCO
CallNo : 05P

Docno : 8551
CallNo : 05QB013

R - Human Rights, Minorities and Refugees

Docno : 7795
Freedom of expression under the European Convention on Human Rights : a comparison with the Inter-American system of protection of human rights / UBEDA DE TORRES, Amaya
CallNo : P-HR

Docno : 7796
Repairing the irreparable : current and future approaches to reparations / LASCO, Chanté
CallNo : P-HR

Docno : 8378
CallNo : 05RC033

Docno : 9028
CallNo : 06RC008

Docno : 9029
CallNo : 06RC009

Docno : 9030
CallNo : 06RA003

Docno : 9079
Commission on human rights : introduction to the Commission on Human Rights and UN reform
CallNo : P-HRM

Docno : 9091
In : Africa Legal Aid, Jan.- Mar. 2004 : pp. 5-10
CallNo : P-ALA
Docno : 9092
The mandate of the African Commission / NMEHIELLE, Vincent O.
In : Africa Legal Aid, Jan. - Mar. 2004 : pp. 11-14
CallNo : P-ALA

Docno : 9093
Legal status and implications of the decision by the
Assembly of Heads of State and Government to integrate
the African Court of Justice and the African Court on Human
and Peoples’ Rights into one court / GUTTO, Shadrack B. O.
CallNo : P-ALA

Docno : 9094
Building an African human rights jurisprudence : the potential
significance of the African Court’s advisory power / MEI, A.
P. van der
CallNo : P-ALA

Docno : 9095
The jurisprudence of the African Human Rights system / NYANDUGA, Bahame Tom Mukirya
CallNo : P-ALA

Docno : 9098
Human rights, cultural diversity and customary law in South
Africa / GRANT, Evadné
CallNo : P-JAL

S - War Crimes and Genocide

Docno : 8433
Listening to the silences : women and war.- Leiden; Boston :
CallNo : 05SA005

Docno : 8646
The United Nations and genocide : prevention, intervention,
and prosecution / TOTTEN, Samuel; BARTROP, Paul R.
In : Genocide at the millennium : genocide : a critical
bibliographic review : vol. 5.-London : Transaction
Publishers, 2005 : pp. 113-146
CallNo : 05SB009

Docno : 8647
The role of individual states in addressing cases of génocide / CAMPBELL, Kenneth J.
In : Genocide at the millennium : genocide : a critical
bibliographic review : vol. 5.-London : Transaction
Publishers, 2005 : pp. 147-167
CallNo : 05SB009

Docno : 8650
The United Nations International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
(ICTR) / ZAHAR, Alexander; ROHOL, Susan
In : Genocide at the millennium : genocide : a critical
bibliographic review : vol. 5.-London : Transaction
CallNo : 05SB009

Docno : 8867
Darfur scorched : looming genocide in Western Sudan / VEHNÄMÄKI, Mika
CallNo : P-JGR

T - History, Political Sciences, International Relations
and Diplomacy

Docno : 8459
Surrender, occupation, and private property in international
law : an evaluation of US practice in Japan / ANDO, Nisuke.-
CallNo : 05TA003

U - Rwanda, Great Lakes Region and other Countries

Docno : 7842
United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda / United
Nations
In : United Nations peace-keeping - Information notes
CallNo : 05P

Docno : 8330
xiii, 297 p.
CallNo : 05UA049

Docno : 8420
For a new Africa : with hope and dignity / World Council of
CallNo : 05UB014
V - United Nations and Other International Organizations

Docno : 8892
CallNo : 04VB002 Y98

W - Non-Governmental Organizations

Docno : 8353
CallNo : 05WC003

Y - Other Subjects

Docno : 8404
CallNo : 05Y079

Docno : 8477
CallNo : 05Y080

Docno : 8747
CallNo : 06Y011

Docno : 8755
CallNo : 06Y015

CallNo : 05SB009

Law, history, and political science are among the perspectives contributors bring to their 10 critical essays and annotated bibliographies. Case studies come from the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda. Other topics include the role of non-governmental organizations in prevention, intervention, and punishment from the 1980s to the early 2000s; the international legal prohibition of genocide coming of age; and the establishment of the International Criminal Court.

For more information - click here

New Directions in Restorative Justice : Issues, Practice, Evaluation

CallNo : 06ME007

Based on papers from the 6th International Conference on Restorative Justice at Simon Fraser University in Vancouver in 2003, the essays in this book discuss the relatively new topic of restorative justice, a substitute for incarceration in which situations are returned to a restored state after the crime. Elliott (criminology, Simon Fraser University, Canada) and Gordon (criminology, Simon Fraser University, Canada) look at the subject in terms of theory, practice, and research. The 15 essays by international contributors examine topics concerning restorative justice and youth, Aboriginal justice, gender, victimization, elder abuse, and insurance companies. The last section covers evaluating restorative justice in different cases, such as in serious crime and with juvenile offenders. Essays have individual bibliographies.

For more information - click here
**Human Rights Fieldwork - Principles, Strategies and Skills (BIR06)**

Location: National University of Ireland, Maynooth, Ireland + Field Exercise at the Irish Defence Forces training facility at Coolmoney Camp, Glen of Imaal, County Wicklow.

Delivery: Saturday 28th October - Sunday 5th November 2006

Priority to applications before: 1 August 2006.

Objective

This Training Programme will:
- Explore the principles underpinning effective human rights fieldwork; and
- Enhance the skills of participants needed to carry this out safely before, during or after armed conflict.

The emphasis is on ensuring that human rights fieldwork is relevant, effective, sustainable, participatory and accountable. The programme is designed to raise participants’ self-awareness in terms of behaviour, attitudes and values in undertaking international human rights fieldwork.

Core principles include the need for genuine partnership with local human rights defenders - both state and non-state. Participants are facilitated in approaching their own development as an on-going process. As a successful applicant you will be part of a multinational, multicultural group with a range of relevant skills and experience.

Participants

Reflecting the multi-disciplinary nature of human rights fieldwork and the training programme, applications are invited from:
- Human rights specialists who wish to adapt pre-existing knowledge of international human rights framework to the context of human rights fieldwork; and from
- Experienced field practitioners who wish to reflect on their work and enhance their skills with a human rights based perspective, including military or civilian police/peacekeepers, development and humanitarian aid practitioners etc.

Typically, participants have worked for, or plan to work for, international field missions of the UN, OSCE, the European Union or the African Union or non-governmental sector. In 2005 for example, the programme included participants from developed and developing countries on all continents as well as from conflict contexts such as Sierra Leone, Sudan, DR Congo, Iraq and Aceh. Participants profiles ranged from military, government, NGOs and EU officials to UN staff from OCHA, UNHCR, OHCHR and UNDP.

Participants will generally have a relevant degree/training and a minimum of three years relevant experience. However, diverse skills of applicants will be taken into account so as to ensure an optimum mix of disciplines and profiles. The course will be conducted in English and places are limited to thirty.

For information on the course programme - click here

---

**HINT OF THE MONTH**

That the Library provides access to Westlaw, a comprehensive online legal research service for legal and law related materials and services.

Need a password? Send an email to ictrlib@un.org (type “Library” in the LotusNotes) for more information.

Already have a password? Kindly contact Library staff on Ext.5525 so that we can reactivate it.

To reserve a book, make a research or obtain a copy of an article, contact the ICTR Library at:
- ext. 5255 (from ICTR offices)
- +255 27 2565255.
- e-mail: ictrlib@un.org